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The Internet’s increasing scope, the rapid proliferation of ICTs for mobile information and communications technologies) and the wide distribution of social media have created new
opportunities. Cyber-VAWG is emerging as a global issue with serious implications for global societies and economies. Cyber-crimes targeting women and children are on rise. 1 In the online
world, women and children have been found to be very gullible, with cybercrimes against women and children witnessing a sharp rise in the last few years. Women are usually subjected to
cybercrimes such as cyber harassment, online stalking, cyber pornography, cyber defamation, matrimonial fraud and much more. The right to the Internet is a human right, as declared in June
2016 by the United Nations Council on Human Rights. The cyber world as such has a virtual reality where anyone can hide or even falsify their identity, this internet gift is used by the
criminally minded to commit wrongdoing and then hide under the internet's blanket. The paper identifies common forms of cyber-crimes against women, such as cyber stalking, cyber
pornography, circulating images / morphing, sending obscene / defamatory / annoying messages, online trolling / bullying / blackmailing / threat or intimidation, and email spoofing and
impersonation. It recommends further steps that need to be taken to deal holistically and effectively with cybercrimes against women. While India’s Internet population may explode, social
network users experience a looming gender imbalance. This can be seen in areas such as the number of internet users, the number of users on Facebook and Twitter, digital literacy and
political tweets. Cybercrimes generally incepted by fake ids generated on Facebook, Twitter and other social media sites that cause severe harm to women, severe blackmailing, intimidation,
bullying, or cheating via messenger messages and email are committed by the perpetrators. Ill-intentioned people commit these cyber-crimes with mischievous intent such as illicit gain,
vengeance, insult to a woman's dignity, extort, blackmail, defamation, and steal information.
This book explores the geopolitics of the global cyber space to analyse India’s cyber security landscape. As conflicts go more online, nation-states are manipulating the cyber space to exploit
each other’s dependence on information, communication and digital technologies. All the major powers have dedicated cyber units to breach computer networks, harvest sensitive data and
proprietary information, and disrupt critical national infrastructure operations. This volume reviews threats to Indian computer networks, analyses the country’s policy responses to these
threats, and suggests comprehensive measures to build resilience in the system. India constitutes the second largest internet user base in the world, and this expansion of the user base also
saw an accompanying rise in cyber crimes. The book discusses how the country can protect this user base, the data-dependent critical infrastructure, build resilient digital payment systems,
and answer the challenges of the dark net. It also explores India’s cyber diplomacy, as an emerging economy with a large IT industry and a well-established technological base. Topical and
lucid, this book as part of The Gateway House Guide to India in the 2020s series, will be of interest to scholars and researchers of cyber security, digital diplomacy, foreign policy, international
relations, geopolitics, strategic affairs, defence studies, South Asian politics and international politics.
As we all know that this is the era where most of the things are done usually over the internet starting from online dealing to the online transaction. Since the web is considered as worldwide
stage, anyone can access the resources of the internet from anywhere. The internet technology has been using by the few people for criminal activities like unauthorized access to other's
network, scams etc. These criminal activities or the offense/crime related to the internet is termed as cyber crime. In order to stop or to punish the cyber criminals the term "Cyber Law" was
introduced. We can define cyber law as it is the part of the legal systems that deals with the Internet, cyberspace, and with the legal issues. It covers a broad area, encompassing many
subtopics as well as freedom of expressions, access to and utilization of the Internet, and online security or online privacy. Generically, it is alluded as the law of the web. The principle target
of our my book is to spread the knowledge of the crimes or offences that take place through the internet or the cyberspace, along with the laws that are imposed against those crimes and
criminals. I am additionally trying to focus on the safety in cyberspace.
Media Law concerning print, electronic, film, and advertising media as prevalent in India. The book begins with the history of media law in India and discusses the specific provisions in the
Constitution of India which is essential for a law student as well as a journalist. It then goes on to define the concepts of the history of media law and Intellectual Property Rights. Besides, the
text discusses in detail the information of the Authorities regulating the media industry, Laws applicable for information, Broadcasting, and for films. In addition to covering different types of.
Finally, the book throws light on media law concerning the history and the upcoming future. The book also includes several important cases to enable students to relate various acts and
regulations to real-life situations. Besides students, journalists, and other media professionals who cover courts and law-related beats would also find this book immensely valuable.
Today’s society is highly networked. Internet is ubiquitous and world without it is just in-conceivable. As is rightly said that there are two sides of a coin, this blessing in form of ease in access
to world of information also has a flip side to it. Devils are lurking in dark to work their stealth. Each click of button takes you closer to them. Recent surveys have shown a phenomenal rise in
cyber crime with in short span. Today, cyber crime is just not restricted to e mail hacking but has dug its claws in each e-interaction, producing demons like call spoofing, credit card fraud, child
pornography, phishing, remote key logging etc. The book represent the clear vision of how Investigations are done, How Hackers are able to Hack into your systems the different attacks and
most important Cyber Crimes Case Studies. Disclaimer : The content of the book are copied from different sources from Internet and the Author has worked to compiled the data
India has emerged as a hub of the IT industry due to the phenomenal growth of the IT sector. However, this huge growth rate has brought with it the inevitable legal complications due to a
switch over from paper-based commercial transactions to e-commerce and e-transactions. This book discusses the legal position of Information Technology (IT), e-commerce and business
transaction on the cyberspace/Internet under the Information Technology (IT) Act in India. Divided into five parts, Part I of the text deals with the role of the Internet, e-commerce and egovernance in the free market economy. Part II elaborates on various laws relating to electronic records and intellectual property rights with special reference to India. Efforts are being made
internationally to rein in cyber crimes by introducing stringent laws, Part III deals with various rules and regulations which have been introduced to get rid of cyber crimes. Part IV is devoted to
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a discussion on various offences committed under the IT Act, penalties imposed on the offenders, and compensations awarded to the victims. Finally, Part V acquaints the students with the
miscellaneous provisions of the IT Act. This book is designed as text for postgraduate students of Law (LLM) and undergraduate and postgraduate students of Information Technology
[B.Tech./M.Tech. (IT)] and for Master of Computer Applications (MCA) wherever it is offered as a course. Besides, it will prove handy for scholars and researchers working in the field of IT and
Internet. KEY FEATURES : Includes Appendices on the role of electronic evidence, information technology rules, ministerial order on blocking websites, and the rules relating to the use of
electronic records and digital signatures. Provides a comprehensive Table of Cases. Incorporates abbreviations of important legal terms used in the text.
Introduction of Information Security and security and cyber law covers the fundamentals aspect of system, Information system, Distributed Information system, Cryptography, Network Security
e.t.c.. It is Incredibly robust, portable & adaptable. This book coverage of Model paper, Question Bank and Examination Question Paper etc.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical guide to cyber law – the law affecting information and communication technology (ICT) – in India
covers every aspect of the subject, including intellectual property rights in the ICT sector, relevant competition rules, drafting and negotiating ICT-related contracts, electronic transactions,
privacy issues, and computer crime. Lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the detailed explanation of specific characteristics of practice and procedure. Following a
general introduction, the book assembles its information and guidance in seven main areas of practice: the regulatory framework of the electronic communications market; software protection,
legal protection of databases or chips, and other intellectual property matters; contracts with regard to software licensing and network services, with special attention to case law in this area;
rules with regard to electronic evidence, regulation of electronic signatures, electronic banking, and electronic commerce; specific laws and regulations with respect to the liability of network
operators and service providers and related product liability; protection of individual persons in the context of the processing of personal data and confidentiality; and the application of
substantive criminal law in the area of ICT. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the information it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for
business and legal professionals alike. Lawyers representing parties with interests in India will welcome this very useful guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the
study of comparative law in this relatively new and challenging field.
Legal aspects of computer crimes in India.
The development of Electronic Commerce has pushed the requirement for lively and viable administrative systems which would additionally fortify the legitimate foundation, so significant to the
accomplishment of Electronic Commerce. All these administrative systems and legitimate frameworks come extremely close to Cyberlaw. Cyberlaw is critical on the grounds that it touches all
parts of exchanges and exercises on and including the web, the World Wide Web, and the internet. Each activity and response on the internet has some legitimate and digital lawful points of
view.
The internet is established in most households worldwide and used for entertainment purposes, shopping, social networking, business activities, banking, telemedicine, and more. As more
individuals and businesses use this essential tool to connect with each other and consumers, more private data is exposed to criminals ready to exploit it for their gain. Thus, it is essential to
continue discussions involving policies that regulate and monitor these activities, and anticipate new laws that should be implemented in order to protect users. Cyber Law, Privacy, and
Security: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications examines current internet and data protection laws and their impact on user experience and cybercrime, and explores the need for
further policies that protect user identities, data, and privacy. It also offers the latest methodologies and applications in the areas of digital security and threats. Highlighting a range of topics
such as online privacy and security, hacking, and online threat protection, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for IT specialists, administrators, policymakers, researchers,
academicians, and upper-level students.
Ethical values in computing are essential for understanding and maintaining the relationship between computing professionals and researchers and the users of their applications and
programs. While concerns about cyber ethics and cyber law are constantly changing as technology changes, the intersections of cyber ethics and cyber law are still underexplored.
Investigating Cyber Law and Cyber Ethics: Issues, Impacts and Practices discusses the impact of cyber ethics and cyber law on information technologies and society. Featuring current
research, theoretical frameworks, and case studies, the book will highlight the ethical and legal practices used in computing technologies, increase the effectiveness of computing students and
professionals in applying ethical values and legal statues, and provide insight on ethical and legal discussions of real-world applications.
Cyber Law Simplified presents a harmonious analysis of the key provisions of the TI Act, 2000 in consonance with the relevant aspects of several other laws of the land which impact
jurisdiction in the cyber work. The book offers solutions to critical cyber-legal problems and would facilitate legal planning, decision making and cyber-legal compliance in the e-world. The
simple and reader friendly style of writing would provide a clear understanding of the subject to managers in the areas of systems, business, legal, tax or human resources; CEOs; COOs;
CTOs; and IT consultants.
Security and law against the backdrop of technological development.00Few people doubt the importance of the security of a state, its society and its organizations, institutions and individuals,
as an unconditional basis for personal and societal flourishing. Equally, few people would deny being concerned by the often occurring conflicts between security and other values and
fundamental freedoms and rights, such as individual autonomy or privacy for example. While the search for a balance between these public values is far from new, ICT and data-driven
technologies have undoubtedly given it a new impulse. These technologies have a complicated and multifarious relationship with security.00This book combines theoretical discussions of the
concepts at stake and case studies following the relevant developments of ICT and data-driven technologies.
This volume provides an overview of cyber economic crime in India, analyzing fifteen years of data and specific case studies from Mumbai to add to the limited research in cyber economic
crime detection. Centering around an integrated victim-centered approach to investigating a global crime on the local level, the book examines the criminal justice system response to cyber
economic crime and proposes new methods of detection and prevention. It considers the threat from a national security perspective, a cybercrime perspective, and as a technical threat to
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business and technology installations. Among the topics discussed: Changing landscape of crime in cyberspace Cybercrime typology Legal framework for cyber economic crime in India Cyber
security mechanisms in India A valuable resource for law enforcement and police working on the local, national, and global level in the detection and prevention of cybercrime, Cyber
Economic Crime in India will also be of interest to researchers and practitioners working in financial crimes and white collar crime.
Cyber Crimes against Women in India reveals loopholes in the present laws and policies of the Indian judicial system, and what can be done to ensure safety in cyberspace. The book is a
significant contribution to socio-legal research on online crimes targeting teenage girls and women. It shows how they become soft targets of trolling, online grooming, privacy infringement,
bullying, pornography, sexual defamation, morphing, spoofing and so on. The authors address various raging debates in the country such as how women can be protected from cybercrimes;
what steps can be taken as prevention and as recourse to legal aid and how useful and accessible cyber laws are. The book provides detailed answers to a wide array of questions that bother
scholars and charts a way forward.
The second edition of the definitive guide to cybersecurity law, updated to reflect recent legal developments The revised and updated second edition of Cybersecurity Law offers an
authoritative guide to the key statutes, regulations, and court rulings that pertain to cybersecurity. Written by an experienced cybersecurity lawyer and law professor, the second edition
includes new and expanded information that reflects the latest changes in laws and regulations. The book includes material on recent FTC data security consent decrees and data breach
litigation. Topics covered reflect new laws, regulations, and court decisions that address financial sector cybersecurity, the law of war as applied to cyberspace, and recently updated guidance
for public companies’ disclosure of cybersecurity risks. This important guide: Provides a new appendix, with 15 edited opinions covering a wide range of cybersecurity-related topics, for
students learning via the caselaw method Includes new sections that cover topics such as: compelled access to encrypted devices, New York’s financial services cybersecurity regulations,
South Carolina’s insurance sector cybersecurity law, the Internet of Things, bug bounty programs, the vulnerability equities process, international enforcement of computer hacking laws, the
California Consumer Privacy Act, and the European Union’s Network and Information Security Directive Contains a new chapter on the critical topic of law of cyberwar Presents a
comprehensive guide written by a noted expert on the topic Offers a companion Instructor-only website that features discussion questions for each chapter and suggested exam questions for
each chapter Written for students and professionals of cybersecurity, cyber operations, management-oriented information technology (IT), and computer science, Cybersecurity Law, Second
Edition is the up-to-date guide that covers the basic principles and the most recent information on cybersecurity laws and regulations. JEFF KOSSEFF is Assistant Professor of Cybersecurity
Law at the United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. He was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, and a recipient of the George Polk Award for national reporting.
Examines cyberlaw topics such as cybercrime and risk management, electronic trading systems of securities, digital currency regulation, jurisdiction and consumer protection in cross-border
markets, and international bank transfers.
Seminar paper from the year 2016 in the subject Law - Comparative Legal Systems, Comparative Law, , language: English, abstract: This topic on "An overview of cyber-crime, cyber law with comparative
study on ETA 2063 of Nepal and IT Act 2000 of India" is very relevant in the present context of developing and developed economy such as Nepal and India respectively. Creating rules and laws binding on
nations is a matter for international negotiations and mutual acceptance by governments. The strong nations have the power to make the rules in their favour and the authority to implement those rules. But,
an undeveloped nation cannot bargain and is unable to afford these international sets of rules and policies. They are compelled but not compatible. In twenty first century the world has emerged as a global
village and hence business, trades and all the international institutions, all the nations are being compelled to be a part of Cyberspace. In simple concerns, Cyberspace and cyber world are the most useful
method for exercising the fundamental right of freedom of expression as in this world everybody has equal right to express their thoughts in front of large public, but this cyberspace has also been giving an
open space for the cyber users to misuse the power of cyber world by giving the cyber users unauthorized access to infringe into the accounts of others.
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